
Finding Law Reviews - Social Science Research Network (SSRN) Example

SSRN is a world wide collaborative of over 258,800 authors and more than 1.7 million users
that is devoted to the rapid worldwide dissemination of social science research. Founded in
1994, it is composed of a number of specialized research networks in each of the social sciences.

Selected features of the site may require a free registration.  
Read more at the FAQ page:  http://www.ssrn.com/en/index.cfm/ssrn-faq/#what_is

Because it is low or no cost and publicly accessible to anyone with an Internet connection, SSRN
may be a worthwhile site for research.  Many of the authoritative articles appear also in
traditionally published materials.  

To start:
1.  From an Internet browser, enter the SSRN URL:  http://www.ssrn.com/en/
2.  Select Search.
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3.  Use the on screen options, searching Title only, searching the Abstract (summary), by author,
limiting to dates.

     In our sample search, we’ll “Access eLibrary by” Journal or topic.
     Click there.
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4.  Click the + next to the Legal Scholarship Network.
     Scroll the list to locate a list of contributing law schools.
     Find source description at the .  The number of papers existing in the SSRN database is
listed to the right.
     Search by school listed.
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5.  Quick Search will perform a search across all included publications and contributing
professions.

    Enter: cyberbullying children schools at the home screen.  Click GO.
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6.  At the initial results screen, enter “New York” into the Search Within Results box to further
define.  (Though in this instance there are only 6 documents in our list.)  Click GO.
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7.  Unfortunately there are none in our results list where “New York” appears.  Reconstructing
the search or utilizing references included in the articles that are present might be beneficial.
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8.  Return to the list and select:

'Kiddie Crime?' The Utility of Criminal Law in Controlling Cyberbullying 
First Amendment Law Review, Forthcoming
 Megan Rehberg  and  Susan W. Brenner  
 University of Dayton and University of Dayton - School of Law 

You can download this paper at no cost.  If the paper is of interest on the topic, the abstract
provides several keywords that can be used for further search.  Each abstract also provides
Suggested Citation and Internet URL.
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